Violence
Bang Bang a sound you realize something happened.

How could violence effect your life. Violence effected my life because it makes me scared to even go outside like walking down the street and getting shot by someone you don't know or getting jumped for no reason. Violence is not the answer.

The causes violence can do. Violence can cause people to play fighting. Being in a big group of people can make it seem like you're in a gang. If you are by your self at night. Never do bad things.

What you could about violence. What we can do as a community is put up signs saying to stop violence. Tell other people to join and help out.
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All forms of violence affect human beings in many ways. It damages our society and our

Street and detached spirit of community
don your power of getting power

Love to be learned.

Knowledge is not the answer.

The answer is knowledge can go.

Knowledge our dear people also,

Only fight for peace in a grey dream
of helping our workers it seem like
Hope in a doubt. It may be for you

Never go pay trouble.

What you can do or do not accomplish
Is not to make your mind. People to
Agreement or I'll other people to

Love you help out.